Ireland

CAPITAL
Dublin

POPULATION (2010)
4,470,000

ANNUAL POPULATION GROWTH RATE (2000-2010)
1.6%

POPULATION GAIN (2000-2010)
666,000

GDP PER CAPITA
$38,505 (US)

LITERACY
>99.0% of adult population

LIFE EXPECTANCY (2010)
80.8


Latest Religion News

Study finds low levels of religious practice among initial teacher education applicants 01/15/2018

Crystals, potions and tarot cards: the mystical rise of new age businesses 01/18/2018

Muslims call on Irish people to resist blaming Islam for attacks 01/05/2018

Evensong sees a surge even as British church attendance declines 08/30/2017

‘Deeply Worrying’ Fears Around Muslims And Islam Revealed In Damning Report 08/30/2017

Pagans demand return of ‘their’ buildings they claim were ‘stolen’ by the church 08/28/2017

Peter Dutton says religious schools must have right to teach own definition of marriage 08/24/2017

Songs of Praise special on Princess Diana to suggest she had more of a Christian faith than was widely believed 08/20/2017

Biggest Christian festival in the UK decides to showcase some Islam too 08/18/2017

More than 30,000 Muslims gather to condemn Isis at largest Islamic convention in UK 07/31/2017

Britain Strips More Than 100 Islamic State Fighters of Citizenship 07/30/2017

Mom Sues Daughter’s School for Not Letting Her Wear a Muslim Veil 07/22/2017

Synagogue membership drops to lowest level in 30 years as ‘mainstream’ Jews marry outside the faith 07/05/2017

Spikes in suicides among Irish Catholic priests reported amid low morale over decline and abuse scandals 07/04/2017

As Anglicans look for blame in sex abuse scandal, George Carey quits honorary role 06/28/2017

Anti-Muslim hate crimes increase fivefold since London Bridge attacks 06/23/2017

Ramadan: Late nights & ice baths - how Muslim footballers cope while fasting 06/15/2017

The clerical roots of the Democratic Unionist Party 06/09/2017

Anti-Muslim hate crimes increase fivefold since London Bridge attacks 06/23/2017

Islam is Ireland’s third largest religion 06/07/2017

London attacker’s mother blames internet for son’s radicalization 06/07/2017

As Catholic influence in Ireland wanes, some hope abortion will be legalized 05/15/2017

Losing my religion? Secular Brits now outnumber Christians, but Islam & Hinduism growing 05/15/2017

Nearly 50% are of no religion – but has UK hit ‘peak secular’? 05/14/2017

How the British developed a taste for religion in politics 05/07/2017

Religion in a post-secular post-Christian Britain 07/12/2016

London show reflects global boom in Islamic fashion 06/29/2016

Incidents of anti-Muslim abuse up by 326% in 2015, says Tell MAMA 06/29/2016
Rightwing 'lone wolves' kill more than Islamic terrorists acting alone, says report

UK uses bogus quiz to rule on Christian asylum seekers

Swastikas in London stoke fears of rise in anti-Semitism

'The Big Iftar:' Ramadan community events take Britain by storm
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